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Dear dance enthusiasts,
Next weekend, the tour of the winners of the 24th International Solo-DanceTheater Competition in Stuttgart should traditionally start with the gala performances of winners in Stuttgart. Shows in Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria
would have followed. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic we had to cancel the gala
and the tour. Although it is a necessary step to successfully control the pandemic, it is even more tragic since we had to cancel the dance competition in
March 2020 as well. Luckily, we were able to reform it as an online event from
June 25th to 28th.
Back then, we still had the hope of being able to experience the award-winning
choreographies and dancers live at our gala. Now it turned out differently.
The festival team has now designed an online program as a „Gala SPECIAL“,
which will present films of the winners from 2015-2019.
We very much hope that we can welcome you again to our anniversary festival,
the 25th International Solo-Dance-Theater Festival Stuttgart, from March 17th to
21st 2021 live at TREFFPUNKT Rotebühlplatz.
Marcelo Santos 			
Gudrun Hähnel
Artistic Director				Festival Director

Program Friday, November 13th, 2020, 8:00 p.m.
Click here for the film on Friday: https://youtu.be/2gYsi0jGefA
1st Prize Dance 2015

„and we already knew the names“
Performance & Choreography
Jon Ole Olstad (Norway)

Foto: Jo Grabowski

The jury was particularly impressed by the „strong
and natural presence and manifold, differentiated
qualities of movement” of the dancer. Jon Ole Olstad
deals with the question of what it means to be solo in
terms of content and form. The internationally renowned dancer was among others at Nederlands Dans Theater 1 and has been teaching at universities and dance
studios in Norway, the USA (L.A., NYC) and Italy.

1st Prize Dance 2016

„Enfant“
Performance: Sarah Murphy (Canada)
Choreography: Joeri Dubbe (Netherlands)
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

The choreographer makes his dancer search for the
child in all of us. The solo convinced the jury with technical and performance perfection and the enormous
range of movements and facial expressions: „The dancer impressed us with the way she immediately took
over the stage – from the first until the last second of her performance: a unique
mixture of expression, theatrics and technique“.
1st Prize Dance 2017				

„? I mA“

The play about Hamlet‘s identity issues won two
prizes: 1st prize dance and 1st prize choreography.
The jury recognized the intensity and power of the
choreography and certified the dancer „a stage
presence and personal charisma captivate the audience“.
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Performance: Gloria Ferrari (Italy)
Choreography: Erika Silgoner (Italy)

1st Prize Dance 2018

„In dieser Frau“
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

Performance: Francesca Bedin (Italy)
Choreography: Giulia Menti (Italy)

In their piece, the two Italians approach the subject
of femininity and female strength. The jury was
enthusiastic about Francesca Bedin: „A natural
born dancer with a very strong stage presence! Francesca Bedin presented
her vast quality and wide range of movements without being affected. She is
very authentic and has a clear focus. She invites us on her journey“.

1st Prize Dance 2019

„No Room Service, Please“		

A piece about inner and outer boundaries. A woman, alone in a hotel room, deals with her own fears
and insecurities and finally she overcomes. Among
others the „strong theatrical expression” convinced the jury.
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Performance: Linda Cordero Rijo (Italy)
Choreography: Beatrice Bodini (Italy)

Program Saturday, November 14th, 2020, 8:00 p.m.
Click here for the film on Saturday: https://youtu.be/t3zI2_WfUlA
1st Prize Choreography 2015

„and we already knew the names“
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

Choreography & Performance:
Jon Ole Olstad (Norway)

The jury was particularly impressed by the „strong and natural presence and
manifold, differentiated qualities of movement” of the dancer. Jon Ole Olstad
deals with the question of what it means to be solo in terms of content and form.
1st Prize Choreography 2016

„Enfant“
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

Choreography: Joeri Dubbe (Netherlands)
Performance: Sarah Murphy (Canada)

The choreographer makes his dancer search for the
child in all of us. The solo convinced the jury with
technical and performance perfection and the enormous range of movements
and facial expressions: „The dancer impressed us with the way she immediately took over the stage – from the first until the last second of her performance:
a unique mixture of expression, theatrics and technique“.

1st Prize Choreography 2017

„? I mA“
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

Choreography: Erika Silgoner (Italy)
Performance: Gloria Ferrari (Italy)

The play about Hamlet‘s identity
issues won two prizes: 1st prize
dance and 1st prize choreography.
The jury recognized the intensity
and power of the choreography and certified the dancer „a stage presence
and personal charisma captivate the audience“.

1st Prize Choreography 2018

„The Beauty of it“
Choreography & Performance:
Angel Duran Muntada (Spain)
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

The dancer and choreographer Angel Duran
Muntada wrote his piece on self-awareness
perception and external perception. A quote
of the Swiss psychiatrist C. G. Jung asked:
„Nobody can say where there are the limits
of our true personality. That‘s the beauty of
her.“ The jury certified to the solo „precise and good constructed will. Video,
text, music and movement correspond to the idea and the concept. The mode of
expression reflects the content of the piece.”

1st Prize Choreography 2019

„Pode ser“
Choreography & Performance:
Leïla Ka (France)
Foto: Lars F. Menzel

Pode ser ...? Perhaps …? So the piece asks by
Leïla Ka, by bringing hip hop with the music of
Franz Schubert together. A bit over limits,
longings and the difficulty at the same time
part of a community and yet always being
alone. Leïla Ka received the prize for her
„radically consistent work with starkly
contrasting movements full of tension and precision. Leïla Ka impresses
with strong musicality, deploying minimal choreographical components to
great effect” said the jury‘s statement.
Click here for the film on Friday: https://youtu.be/2gYsi0jGefA
Click here for the film on Saturday: https://youtu.be/t3zI2_WfUlA
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